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Abstract 

A package of FORTRAN codes has been developed for 
certain multiple precision integer operations. These 
operations include basic arithmetic, modular exponentia
tion and conversion of numbers to and from decimal repre
sentation. Reliability of the results is maintained by 
cross-checking both the lengths of internal working 
storage arrays against the requirements of the operations, 
and the size and sign of the internal representation of' 
the digits. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent proposals for "secure" methods of encryption and 

decryption of information, [1] - [4], have created a need for 

computer software that performs certain multiple precision 

integer operations. Each of [1] - [3] contains proposals for 

the encryption and decryption of information. Each requires a 

large amount of exact integer arithmetic. 

At Sandia Laboratories it ,is antic.ip~t~d [6] that the u~age 

of one of these schemes, or variations thereof, may become an 

important part of our eventual mission. 

Thus it ·is essential that the integer operation software be 
I 

!reliable and efficient. The multiple precision integer package 

described in this report is a response to this need. Both 

reliability and efficiency have been achieved, in the author's 

opinion. A few further remarks about these points are given 

later in this section and in Sections 3 and 5. 

For all of the arithmetic operations, each intP.ger ii repre-

sented as a signed polynomial 

i = 1, ••• ,1-1 

The int~ger B is the base of the representation. Nominally 

the package uses the value B = 2LGBASE, where LGBASE is the 

greatest integer part of (p-1)/2. Here 2p-l is the largest 

permitted value of a FORTRAN type INTEGER variable. That value 

of p is available for each host computer system by calling the 

subprogram IlMACH( ), [13]. The package calls IlMACH( ) to get 



p and NBPWD, the number of bits per· type INTEGER word. This 

may require modification of IlMACH{ ) at each host dte. The 

values of all the constants are available for many machines in 

comments within the subprogram. A version of IlMACH( ) with 

these comprehensive comments is provided with the package • 

. The internal representation of the integer A is by means 

of a signed integer LA and the base B digits ai' i = 1, ••• , L. 

These digits are stored in a FORTRAN type INTEGER array IA(*). 

The entry lA(l) contains the value of the declared dimension of 

IA(*). The digits a 1 are stored in IA(I+l), I= l, ••• ,L. The 

sign of LA is the sign of A. The number of digits in A is L = ILAI. 

When. A = 0 we have LA = 0. In this case the contents of IA(I) are 

·undefined for values of I ) 2. 

Reliability in the usage of the package is achieved by observ~ 

ing that most nonroutine programming errors will occur due to 

putting too large an integer A into a working array lA(*). WHh 

IA(l) containing the actual length of the array IA(*), it is 

possible to make sure that all working arrays are of adequate 

length for the operations performed on them. Such checks are 

implemented in this package. Another check that is made on the 

input digits is that they satisfy 0 ( ai < B, 1 = l, ••• ,L. 

Once a code is working it is possible to suppress this error

checking feature. That is important in production work with 

the package bec_ause it increases efficiency by a factor of 

1.25-2 compared to a ~omputation with error checking. 

The operations implemented in the package are listed in 

Section 2. Their usage is described in Section 3. A specific 

usage example is given in Section 4. Error monitoring and 
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related topics are presented in Section 5. A description of the 

process for acquiring the codes in the package is given in Section 

6. Finally, an outline of the algorithms used in the package is 

presented as an Appendix. 

This report itself is closely related to work on an integer 

arithmetic package that was intended for usage only on CDC 6600-

7600 machines (14]. 

2. Scope of the Package 

The operations impleml:!nted in the package, that might be 

called by the user, fall into five groups: 

(i) Basic Arithmetic Operations 

(ii) Modular Exponentiation 

(iii) Decimal to Base 6 or Base 6 to Decimal Conversion 

(iv) Copying Integers 

(v) Initialization and Error Checking 

The names of the primary subprograms in these f:f.ve groups are 

given in Figs. 1-4. Figure 5 shows th~ linkage hierarchy of the 

entire package. Note that some subprograms of the package call 

subprograms in the SLATEC error processing package [12], XSETF( ), 

XERROR( ) and XERRWV( ) • 



: 

Operation FORTRAN CALL 

C a a+b CALL EPADD(LA,LB,LC,IA,IB,l,f)(l) 

c = a-b CALL EPSUB(LA,LB,LC,IA,IB,~) 

c = a"b CALL EPMULT(LA,LB,LC,IA,IB,lf,IW) 

c"b+r = a CALL EPDIVR(LA,LB,LC,LR,IA,IB,IC,IR,IW) 
(b I o, lrl < lb I) -- --= 

Figure 1. Basic Arithmetic, Group (i) Operations 

Operation FORTRAN CALL 

r: ab(mod c) CALL EPMDEX(LA,LB,LC,~,IA,IB,IC,l!,~) 

Figure 2. Modular Exponentiation, Group (ii) Operation 

Operation 

Convert Decimal CALL EPDTOB(LDEC,LA,IDEC,IA,IW)( 2) 
Numbers to Base 

a Numbers 

Convert ·Base a 
Numbers to CALL EPBTOD(LA,LDEC,IA,IDEC,IW) 
Decimal Numbers 

i 

Figure 3. Decimal to Base a or Base a to 
Decimal Conversion, Group (iii) Operations 

(1) Input quantities are not underlined; output quantitie~ of interest to the 
user are underlined once;.working arrays not of interest to the user are 
underlined twice. 

(2) The parameter !DEC(*) is a type INTEGER array that contains the decimal 
expansion of the base 6 number in IA(*). The actual dimension. of !DEC(*) 
must be located in IDEC(l). 

9 
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Operation FORTRAN CALL 

Copy a 'to b CALL EPCOPY(LA,LB,IA,IB) 

Initialize COMMON CALL EPINIT(3) 
Block 

Check· 

/EPPACK/ 

Data CALL EPCHK(LA,IA,LABEL,NH)( 4) 

Figure 4. Utility Functions, Group (iv) and 
(v) Operations 

(3) This CALL defines the quantities in the COMMON block /EPPACK/ except LMAX. 
It must be executed once before any subprograms in the package are called. 

(4) This subprogram will not normally be called by the user. The checking done 
in this subprogram is controlled by the value and sign of the COMMON /EPPACK/ 
vari-able, NERR. · -·-. ·· 



I-' 
I-' 

Subroutine 

EPADD 

EPSUB 

EPMULT 
' 

EPDIVR 

!ENTQRM 

EPDT~B 

EPBTf)D 

EPMPEX 

EPC~PY 

F.PINIT 

EPCHK 

EPADD EPSUB 

X 

X X 

X 

Subpr~~rams Called .. 
(1) ... _;;. 

ENTPLS EN'IMIN EPMULT ENTPRO EPDIVR ENTQ~I lFND EPCf)PY EPCRK XSETF XERRf)R XERRWV 

X' X X X X 

X X X 

X X X X X 

X x· X X X 

X 

lC X X lC X 

X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

X X X 
, 

X X 

X ·x x· 

Figure 5. Linkages of the Subprogram9 in the Package 

(1) The subprograms ENTPLS( ), ENTMIN( ), ENTPRD( ) and IFND( ) call no others. 
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3. Usage of the Package. 

Each integer used or created by the package requires a type 

INTEGER working array for storage of its digits. Additionally, 

every such array must contain its declared dimension in the first 

entry. 

Some of the subprograms require an array of working storage in 

addition to the arrays for the integers. These arrays must also have 

the declared dimension in the first entry. 

The subprograms in the package use parameters that are in a 

named COMMON block, /EPPACK/. Each user-written program unit that 

calls subprograms in the package must have this COMMON block declared 

by means of the control statement 

COMMON/EPPACK/IBASE,LGBASE,NBPWD,MSKLFT,MESKRIT,LMAX,NERR 

The parameters in this COMMON block are defined, with the exception 

of I.MAX, in the subprogram EPINIT{ ). Before any other usage of the 

package the programmer must execute the following two FORTRAN steatements. 

This 

lMAX = {length of the longest array 
used in the package; this 
includes working arrays.} 

CALL EPINIT 

call to EPINIT nominally defines these values 

!BASE = 2LGBASE (= a> 
LGBASE = {I1MACH(8) -1)/2 [13] 

NBPWD = UMACH{S) , [ 13] 

MSKRIT = !BASE-l 

MSKLFT = -MSKRIT 
• 

NERR = 1 

as 



and .verifies that LMAX has been defined by checking to see if 

1 ( LMAX < !BASE. 

A value·of LMAX not in this range is an error • . , .r: . 
A parameter in the COMMON block /EPPACK/ that may be redefined 

.· ··,· by the user at any time is NERR. Users can assign this variable any 

··=: 
desired value before calling group (i)-(iv) subprograms in the 

package. If usage errors occur concerning the lengths of the arrays 

or the Rize of the digits of the numbers, this value of NERR (if it's 

nonzero) is often useful for locating that line in the calling sub-

program where such errors were noted. This is discussed more thor-

oughly in Section 5. 

Occasionally the user of this package may wish to decrease the 

number ·"Qase in which arithmetic is performed. Following the call to 

EPINIT, execute the following algorithmic steps. 

LGHASE == {number of bits per. digit} 

IBASE = 2**LGBASE 

MSKRIT = !BASE-l 

MSKLFT -MSKRIT 

·Note that all the operations with this package between integers 

must have these integers in the same number base. 

The following figures give the calling sequences for those sub-

... 
programs in the package that will be called directly by the user. 

The minimum dimension· ~llowed for each array is ind'icated. FORTRAN 

DATA statements have been used to assign the lengths of the arrays 

to the first entry of these arrays. A specific example is given in 

Section 4. 

13 
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Operation 

1. c •• + b 

2. e .. a - b 

3. c • a • b 

FORTRAN Usage 

INTEGER IA(La), IB(L.b) 1 IC(Lc) 

La~ ILAI + 1, Lb ~ ILBI + 1, Lc ~ max(ILAI, ILBI) + 2 

DATA IA(l),IB(l),IC(l)/La,Lb,Lc/ 

CALL EPADD(LA,LB,LC,IA.lB,lC) 

CALL EPSUB(LA,LB,LC,IA,IB,IC) 

Any "1"6\!mantll aay be dupliu•leo:l. 

INTEGER IA(La),IB(Lb),IC~!c),IW(Lw) 

La ~ ILAI + 1, ~ ~ ILBI + 1, Lc. ~ ILAI + ILBI + 2, 

Lw ~ I LAI + ILB I + 2 

DATA IA(l),IB(l),IC(l),IW(l)/La,Lb,Lc,!w/ 

CALL EPMULT(LA,LB,LC,IA,IB,IC,IW) 

Any argument& may be duplicated 

INTEGER 1A(La),IB(Lb),IC(1c),IR(1r),IW(1w) 

!a~ ILAI + 1, ~ ~ ILBI + 1, Lc ~ max(O,ILAI - ILBI + 1) + 1, 

Lr > ILBI + 1, ~ ~ 2(ILAI + ILBI) + 11 

DATA IA(l),IB(l),IC(l),IR(l),IW(l)/La,Lb,Lc,!r,Lw/ 

4. c • b + r • a CALL EPDIVR(LA,LB,LC,LR,IA,IB,IC,IR,IW) 

b.; 0, lrl < lbl 
A value of b • 0 
c.aiiRP.S a return 
with no operation 

In case of duplication of arguments the ~alue 
of r takes precedence; it is the last value 
ator~d. 

Figure 6. Basic Arithmetic·Usage 



.· 
Operation . · FORTRAN Usage 

INTEGER IA(ia),IB(ib),IC(ic),IR(ir),IW(iw) 

ia :> I LAI + 1, R,. :> ILB I + 1, ic :> ILC I + 1, 

ir) 3 max(ILAI,ILCI) + 2, iw :> 6 max ( ILAI:ILCI) + 2ILCI + 11 

DATA IA(l),IB(l),IC(l),IR(l),IW(l)/ia,ib,ic,ir,iw/ 

A value of b. < 0 
causes a. return 
with no operation; 
the value b = 0 · 
results in r = l:~ 

CALL EPMDEX(LA,LB,LC,LR,~A,IB,IC,IR,IW) 

The arguments cannot be duplicated for proper func
tioning of this subprogram. 

.Figure 7. Modular Exponentiation Usage 

Decimal numbers are represented in the package as signed polynomials 

DEC i = l, ••• ,L-1 

The digits of DEC are stored in a FORTRAN type INTEGER array IDEC(*). 

The entry IDEC(l) contains the actual declared dimension of !DEC(*). The 

base 10 dig~ts di are stored in IDEC(I+l), I= l, ••• ,L. The sign of the 

integer LDEC is the sign of DEC, and the number of digits in DEC is L ~ 

ILDECI. The vaiues of IDEC(I), I:> 2, are undefined whenever LDEC = L = O. 

Note that the order of the digits in IDEC(I+l), I= l, ••• ,L, is reversed 

from the usual placement of decimal digits on documents, viz., high-to-low 

order reading from left to right. To input a large decimal number written, 

for example, in a document as 
LDEC digits 

~~~-------~~,--------~ DEC "' 1 2 3 l, 5 • • • 7 8 ) 

one can read the separate digits into an array IDEC(I+l),I = l, ••• ,LDEC, 

from left to right, high-to-low order. 

15 
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Before calling the subprogram EPDTOB( ) that converts decimal 

to base a numbers, it is necessary to rotate the digits so they 

read from low-to-high order, left to right. This can be done by 

using the subprogram SSWAP( ) from the BLAS [10] package. The rota

tion of the digits can be done by executing 

CALL SSWAP((LDEC+l)/2,IDEC(2),l,IDEC((LDEC+4)/2),-l) 

This is a slight misuse of SSWAP( ) in the sense that type INTEGER 

data is being processed although type REAL data is expected. This 

can cause problems on systems that have different word sizes for 

INTEGER as opposed to REAL data. It is not a concern on the·coc 6600 

or 7600. 
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.. 
Operation FORTRAN Usage 

Conv~rt decimal INTEGER IDEC(£d),IA(£a),IW(£w) 
numbers to base 
IBASE .. Iiumbers. £d > ILDECI + 1, £a > 4ILDECI/LGBASE + 2, .lw> 4 ILDECI/LGBASE + 4 

nATA IDEC(l),IA(l),IW(l)/£d,£
4

,£w/ -

CALL EPDTOB(LDEC,LA,IDEC,IA,IW) 

Convert base INTEGER IA(£a),IDEC(£d),IW(£w) 
!BASE numbers to 
decimal numbers £a > ILAI + 1, £d > ILAILGBASE/3 + 1, £w > 3ILAI + 13 

DATA IA(l),IDEC(l),IW(l)/£a,£d,£w/ 

CALL EPBTOD(LA,LDEC,IA,IDEC,IW) 

Figure 8. Number Base Conversion Usage 

Operation FORTRAN Usage 

INTEGF.R IA(£a),IB(£b) 

£a> ILAI.+ 1, £b > ILAI + 1 

DATA IA(l),IB(l)/£a,£b/ 

8. Copy the integer CALL .EPCOPY(LA,LB,IA,IB) 

9. 

a to b. 

Error monitor; if 
NERR f- 0 check 
l<IA(l)<UIAX; 
if NERR < 0 check 
that all digits 
satisfy 
0 <ai ( !BASE. 

INTEGER IA(£a),LABEL(*) 

£a > ILA I + 1 

CALL EPCHK(LA,IA,LABEL,NH) 
The argument LABEL is a hollerith or character 
string with NH characters. Normally the user 
would not call EPCHK( ) directly. 

Figure 9. Integer Copy and Error Monitor Usage 

I 
I 
I 
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4. Example Illustrating Usage of the Package 

In this section we illustrate a usage of the package that 

exercises most of the key subprograms. It is simply a verification 

of the fact that when x is prime, ax-l a 1 mod x for 0 < a < x - 1. 

In particular we take a = x - 2 in this computation. 

The reader should riote that the lengths of the various arrays 

used in this example may need to be increased when using values of 

LGBASE < 23. This will prove only a minor nuisance to the programmer 

since the error monitoring, discussed in Section 5, will note array~ 

whose dimensions are too small. 



PROGRAM EXAMPLE(OUTPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 
C ILLUSTRATE THE MODULAR EXPONENTIATION OPERATION. 
C PROBLEM COMPUTE THE PRIME NUMBER X=2**61-l 
C AND VERIFY THAT R=(X-2)**(X-l) (MOD X) 
C HAS THE VALUE 1. 
c 

c 

INTEGER IX(5),IY(5),IZ(5),IR(ll),IW(35),MP1(2) 
COMMON /EPPACK/ IBASE,LGBASE,NBPWD,MSKLFT,MSKRIT,LMAX,NERR 
DATA IX(l),IY(l),IZ(l),IR(l),IW(l)/5,5,5,11,35/ 
DATA MP1(l),MP1(2)/2,1/ 

''· LMAX=35 
'CALL EPINIT 

C .''ILLUSTRATE USAGE OF A DIFFERENT VALUE OF NERR 
C .FOR EACH PACKAGE SUBPROGRAM USAGE. 

lCHECK=l 
c 
C SET IX(*) TO THE VALUE X=2**61-1. 

c 
c 

c 
c 

NERR=2*ICHECK 
CALL EPCOPY(l,LX,MPl,IX) 
NTIMES=61 
NERR=3*ICHECK 
DO 10 I=l,NTIMES 

10 CALL EPADD(LX,LX,LX,IX,IX,IX) 
NERR=4*ICHECK 
CALL EPSUB(LX,l,LX,IX,MPl,IX) 

COMPUTE X-1 IN IY(*) AND X-2 IN 
NERR=5*ICHECK 
CALL EPSUB(LX;l,LY,IX,MPl,IY) 
NERR=6*ICHECK 
CALL EPSUB(LY,l,LZ,IY,MPl,IZ) . 

IZ(*) 

NOW COMPUTE R=(X-2)**(X-l) (MOD X). 
NERR=7*ICHECK 
CALL EPNDEX(LZ,LY,LX,LR,IZ,IY,IX,IR,IW) 
LOUT=6 
WRITE(LOUT,lOOO)LR,(IR(I+l),I=l,LR) 

1000 FORMAT(lOH LR AND R=,2I6) 
STOP 
END 

Figure 10. Example: Modular ExputH~Ittiation of 
Multiple Precision Integers 
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5. Error Monitoring and Error Messages 

A misguided application of the notion of efficiency.often 

occurs in software development. The scenario goes like this. A 

program is developed that performs a given task, and it does that 

job quite admirably. The code is based on excellent ideas. It is 

efficient (i.e., it beats its competitition soundly). But the code 

author never expected the program to be misused. 

What often happens is· that a programmer does misuse a code and 

doesn't readily discover the exact nature of the misuse. There are 

a large number of ways for this to occur. Mostly these errors could 

be discovered by the software itself provided it had been designed 

to corroborate that all the input data was "reasonable." This· may 

not always be a cost-effective design consideration for computer soft-

ware. However, in those cases where relatively short but important 

computations are being performed it behooves the code writer to do as 

much input checking as is reasonable. Saving a single programmer a 

few hours of debugging time often offsets the lifetime expense due to 

a degradation in performance for software that does careful checking 

of its input. This basic idea has been a part of the design of this 

integer operation package. Validation of input data is performed to 

a degree where most of the common but hard-to-find programming bugs 

that come from overwriting valid data with garbage will be quickly 

noted. 

It is highly recommended that programmers use the package in a 

manner similar to that shown in the example of Section ·4. Notice that 

every subprogram CALL statement is preceded by a unique value of NERR. 
I 

In case of any errors, this value will be printed as the ERROR FLAG in 

the various error messages as shown below. This unique value for NERR 



· .. 

immediately shows the programm~~ ~hich line of the code is 

responsible for the error message. Notice also that each value 

of NERR i.s multiplied by the variable !CHECK that currently has 

the value 1. The point here is that when the program is bug-
•· 

free.and ready for production runs the value of !CHECK can be 

set to 0. This will, of course, change NERR to 0 throughout the 

code. A value of NERR =. 0 suppresses the most expensive error 

monitoring and thus results in a more efficient code. 

The types of error messages shown in examples 1. and 2. below 

are always fatal errors. Those in examples 3.-6. are also fatal 

unless the user executes the statements 

CALL EPINIT 

!FLAG = 1 

CALL XSETF(IFLAG), [ 12] • 
.. · .•. 

Then·· the error messages of 3.-6. will become warning messages 

only. This mode of operation is not recommended except under 

extenuating circumstances. 

In the remainder of this section we discuss the kinds of error 

messages that can occur and how to interpret them. We list examples 

of these messages preceded by their most probable cause. 

1. Forgetting to define the COMMON/EPPACK/ variable LMAX before 

executing CALL EPINIT: 

FATAL ERROR IN ••• 
EPINIT( ), THE COMMON /EPPACK/ VARIABLE LMAX IS UNDEFINED. 
ERROR FLAG '.J. 
JOB" ABORT DUE TO FATAL ERROR. 

ERROR MESSAGE SUMMARY 
FIRST WORD NERR IOPT 
EPI~IT( ), 1 2 

COUNT 
1 

Any other operation that changes the value of LMAX so that it does not 
satisfy 1 ( LMAX < IBASE could also cause this error message to appear. 

21 
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2~ Forgetting the FORTRAN statemen~ 9ALL .EPINIT before using 

any of the other subprograms in the package: 

FATAL ERROR IN ••• 
EPMULT( ) PRECEEDING CALL TO EPINIT( ) MISSING. 
ERROR FLAG 1 
JOB ABORT DUE TO FATAL ERROR. 

ERROR MESSAGE SUMMARY 
FIRST WORD NERR !OPT 
EPMULT( ) , 1 2 

COUNT 
1 

Any other operation that causes the logical expression 

MSKRIT.NE.(-MSKLFT).OR.MSKRIT.NE.IBASE-1 

to be .TRUE. will also cause this error message. The name 

of.the subprogram where the' error. is noted is in the second 

line of the message. 

3. Arrays are not long enough or the lengths have not been 

defined as the first array entry: 

WARNING IN ••• 
EPMULT( ) , IW( *) IS NOT .CORRECT 
RECOVERABLE ERROR IN. • • 
EPCHK( ), LENGTH IS TOO SHORT. Il=DEGLARED LENGTH,I2=DESIRED LENGTH. 

IN ABOVE MESSAGE ll= 5 I2= 8 
ERROR FLAG l 
JOB ABORT DUE TO UNRECOVERED ERROR. 

FIRST WORD 
EPMULT( ) , 
EPCHK( ) , 

ERROR MESSAGE 
NERR 

1 
1 

SUMMARY 
!OPT 

0 
1 

COUNT 
1 
1 

The value Il is the length of the array IW(*) as declared. The 

value !2 is the minimum length allowed for that array in this 

operation. The second line of this error message shows the name 

of the subprogram called and that array of the calling sequence 

that is improperly dimensioned. 

4. The first entry of an array does not contain the declared dimension 

of the array or LMAX is incorrect: 



.•, 

WARNING IN ••• 
EPMULT( ), IA(*) IS NOT CORRECT 
RECOVERABLE ERROR IN ••• 
EPCHK( ), DECLARED LENGTH OF ARRAY IS OUT OR RANGE. 11= DECLARED 
LENGTH. I2=MAX. LENGTH OF ALL ARRAYS, LMAX. 

IN ABOVE MESSAGE 11= 9 !2= 5 
ERROR FLAG 1 
JOB ABORT DUE TO UNRECOVERED ERROR. 

ERROR MESSAGE 
'FIRST WORD NERR 
EPMULT( ) ' 1 

.EPCHK( ) , 1 · 
'· 

.SUMMARY 
!OPT 

0 
1 

COUNT 
1 
1 

" The value·="·Il· is the length of the array IA(*) as it appears. The value 

12 is LMAX. The value of IA(l) must satisfy 1 < IA(l) < LMAX. 

The second line of this error message shows the name of the sub-

program and that array of the calling sequence whose dimension is 

improperly declared. 

5. The digits of a multiple precision integer have been overwritten by 

garbage: 

WARNING IN ••• 
EPMULT( . ) , IA( *) ·rs NOT CORRECT 
RECOVERABLE ERROR IN ••• 
EPCHK( ) , DIGIT MUST .. LIE BETWEEN 
I2=DIGIT INDEX • 

. :·. 
IN ABOVE MESSAGE 

ERROR FLAG 
11= 

0 AND !BASE-l, Il=DIGIT VALUE. 

8388608 !2= 1 

JOB ABORT DUE TO UNRECOVERED ERROR. 

ERROR MESSAGE SUMMARY 
FIRST WORD NERR 
EPMULT( ), 1 
EPCHK( ), 1 

!OPT 
0 
1 

COUNT 
1 
1 

The value 11 is an erroneous digit of a multiple precision base S 

integer. The value I2 is the subscript of that digit. The digit 

must satisfy 0 < IA(I2+1}(1BASE • 

. The second line of this error message shows the name of the 

subprogram called and that array of the calling sequence whose digits 

were ove~written by garbage. 
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---- ---- ----------

6. The digits of a decimal number were overwritten by 

garbage: 

RECOVERABLE ERROR IN ••• 
EPDTOB( ) HAS NONDECIMAL DIGITS IN !DEC(*). 
I2=DIGIT INDEX. 

Il=DIGIT VALUE, 

FIRST WORD 
EPDTOB( ) 

IN ABOVE MESSAGE 
NERR 

1 

SUMMARY 
!OPT 

1 
COUNT 

1 

The value 11 is an erroneous base 10 digit that was input to the 

Rnhprner~IT! F.PnTOB( ) that convert& d&cimal numbers to !BASE numbcro. 

The value 12 is the subscript of that digit. The digit must satisfy 

0 < IDEC(I2+1) ~ 9. 

6. Remarks on Acquiring the Package 

Inquiries about the package may· be directly addressed to the author. 

If a reader wishes to acquire a machine-readable version of the package, 

the medium should be magnetic tape. Specific requirements about the 

number of tracks, recording density, block size and conversion codes should 

bt= uuLt=d. 

Tln:~ bub1.uuLlut=::o uf Lltt:: petcket~e etre written in the FLECS language, [.5]. 

This was done so that the resulting listings are easy to read. This in 

turn makes the algorithms easy to understand and aids the maintenance of 

the subprograms. A transportable standard FORTRAN version, essentially the 

output from the FLECS processor, is available for distribution. 
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Appendix: Outline of the Algorithms Used in the Package 

F9r the most part the techniques used to do the arithmetic within the 

subprograms EPADD( ), EPSUB( ), EPMULT( ) and EPDIVR( ) are straightforward 

generalizations of common base 10 algorithms. There are two main excep
~ 

tions to this. The first one is that so-called carry digits are always 

computed. · There is no decision made as to whether this carry digit is non-

zero. It was observed that the best strategy for efficiency of the code was 

to avoid i~terrupting the inner loop with this decision branching. The 

second difference has to do with the division algorithm. There a calculation 

of the developing digits of the quotient is made. This digit may be only one 

unit t~o large, and this leads to the primary reason tor efficiency of thal 

algorithm. 

Algorithm for Adding 

We have two positive numbers a and b each with ~ digits. The sum may 

have ~+1 digits. 

The· sum, c Q a+b, is generated by the following loop. 

y: = 0 

For i = 1, ~ do 

ci: =remainder of (ai + bi + y)/8 

y: = quotient of (ai + bi + y)/8 

End For 

Algorithm for Subtracting 

We have two positive numbers a and b, each with ~ digits and 

a ) b. The difference, c = a~b, is generated by the following loop. 

p: = 1 

For i = 1, ~ do 

ci: =remainder of (8-1 + ai- bi + p)/8 
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p: ~quotient of (6-1 + ai - bi + p)/6 

End For o 

Algorithm for Multiplying 

We have two positive numbers e and f with respective numbers of 

digits ie and if• ie > if. The product g = ef of length ig 

is generated with the following loops. 

Jl.gz "" fl. e 

For i = 1, ig do 

gi: = 0 

End For 

For p = 1, if do 

y: = 0 

For q = p, i
8 

do 

gq: remainder of (gq + eq-p+lfp + y)/6 

y: =quotient of (gq + cq-p+lfp + y)/P 

End For 

ig: = ig + 1 

8tg: "" y 

End For 

Algorithm for Divioion 

We have two positive numbers e and f with res~ective numbers of 

digits ie and if• satisfying e ) f. We seek a quotient g and 

remainder h such that e = fg + h with 0 < h < f. 



'.·· 

h: = e 

R.: = 1e - 1f + 1 

While (R. > 0) 

Compute upper and lower limits, 

w: 

If 

End 

p, q, p ( q, for digit R. of 

the quotient g 

- fq 

(q > p) then 

If (wRR.-l ) 

q: = q-1 

w: = w-f 

End If 

if 

h: -h-wBR.-l 

gR.: = q 

R.: = R.-1 

h) thFm 

End While 

The upper and lower limits for the digit g1 of the quotient 

are given by the following formulas. 

t smallest integer power of 2 > fR.f but not exceeding a 

- 2k 

E = machine relative precision; the largest number such that 

1 + E has the value 1. 
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p = Br/(d+l) - 5B£ 

q = (Br+B)/d + 5(B+l)£ 

In the formulas for d, p and q, any subscript that is undefined cor

responds to a factor having the value zero. 
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